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vielertoo see newt leant tho ort of dying in die Irsinirep for .
.. nen-viiionee. I/Whoa limn not teem emancipation from fear.

.`.s",
v bet disowning tie means of seetbatiag the "mon ieif f..

,r filen-violonos.en the ther head, hen no omen in foar. Tho
,; .votery of lon-vielogyhoso to cultivate the eepeeity for .

sacrifion of the Melton typo in order to be free from fear."
. (Gandhi, 1936)
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This pamphlet was occasionedby the seCOnd international ,
seminar on nonviolent training, heldret Preston Patrick, West-: .

.i'morland; England, 27 June = 2 *July, 1970. That seminar was .

co-sponsored by the., Friends Peace and International Relations
Committee of Gt. -Britain and the War Resisters' International,
The first one was an international conference qn paining held at
Perugia, Italy, in 1965 and sponsored by the War Resisters'

-,..cnternational. ' . - .. \.

Both.the FPIRC and 'the WRI are deeply committed\to non-

I

violence.. The FPIRC has been interested.and active ir exploring
." nonviolence since Gandhi's campaigns in India. lt.has Supported

studies and researCh over (I ntimber of yearaenct wel.Comed the
experiments of Arnerican Friends and others in cliveloping non-
violenftraining: It invited George takey to the UnitedKingaoin 6
in 3969-70 to develop training.lo this cbuntry. .

The WRI views trainin§ a§ 'a valuaile prepiration for ind
adjiinct to attion'," but it sees that traiiiingpost be..irnmedia.tely
linked to. action . _Cempajons.. Ttie Prestbit.-Patrick Seminar..

;endorsed memOrandsam asking .the WRI to *take up training
Or4rammes .on a much wider 'scale. The Council 'Of :the. vin31,,
atealts.: Neniu'r..Meeting (Belgium, julY,. 1970) acCepted the
memoripdum, according to Aich the foHOwing awes of Conbern
and activity regarding training for nonv-tlent Actiek.wiir be
covered: to collect written materials an training ind tO publish
certairt materials; to develop .an inientory .of trainers;. to aid.
trainer3 and researchers to-plan, evaluapp training programmes ..
and methods, and exchange ideas; to help in arranging tours

. whose central focus is training; .to aid in exchanging trainers;
to help link ,training and 'action Movements; to help develop
traininn programmes for transnational actions; 'to Sponsor and
arrange regionsl and/or international, training conferentes. .

We hope this pamphlet, which reviews the theory .and prac-
tise of nonviolent action training as it exists to date, Will
stimulate training and action, thus helping to effect the social-,
changes so deeply needed in our society.

Devi Prasad, . :
War Resisters' International.

Kenneth fee,4'. ,

Friends' Peace and International Relations ComMittee.
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Tliis document has one purpose: to present practical guid-
ance in training for nonviolent direct action. It is nOt an essay,
nor does it attempt to cohvince you of the validity of nonviolence.
or tr.sining for it We believe that in unflinching look at our world
is more convincing- than any arguments we might present.
Instead, we invite you to begin reading at the point which most
appeals to you': training methods, kinds of training, organize-. ; tional frameworl_9, a list of ,training agencies, or the summation
of' train ing manuals presently available. e

On ;he other hand, these sectiOni do; form a citnnected
who)e. They aro the, result of an international sethinar of
experiericed drgamizeri and trainers held at preston Patrick..-%
Westmorland, Xnglarid, 27 June 2 July, 1970 (for details,
see Appefidix A) . These concrUsions arise out Of experience over
many years of nonviolent direct action ai well as "the issues of
1970: NorthernAkeland; Vietnam, black struggles, school and

e uniVeraily moVairrients, attempts to build the 'alternative society',
and resistance toimilitarism.

-This dOcumept it a -.response ia renewal ol interest in,
alternative forms of social actionforms that shoW some

, . promise of cutting through the fatal inertia of things as they are..
.-.but also formi that avoid- going down the increasingly wellL
trodden. back. alleys--,blino. alleys, ae many would sayof

. trkiitional revolutionary violence. It .is to meet this renewed
interest that we present a summation of the state of the art of
training as it exists today.

But the intent of this work is not retrospectiveit is ex-
,

ploratory. We look *ward to further experimefitation in training
for- nonviolent direct action, experimentation on local issues of
direct and immediate concern, as well as on the great public
issues .Of our, time. This is a document that we hope will be out-
moded as sodn as possible, superseded by your reflection and

'.action. ' .
Theodore W. Olson.

July, 1970.
Lynne Shivers.
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Nonviolence and the Crises of Oup.Times
It has become 'common to hear pedple involved in'action .

programmes say: 'We tried nonviolence and it didn't work.'
There are many reasohs for a statement like this. Often advocates

,, of nonviolent action 'have been rhCre interested in what theY
. called nonviolence than in dealing with crucial issues. Or they

'have linked nonviolence
'with

fiophisticateqt.11itellectual and
, political programmes, 4orcing inquirers vgithArgent needs of
-- their own to sWallow an 'ideology. These bresepations of non-

violence have made jt difficult to Onderraand nonviolence as an
outlook, an aneWsi %vi and a set of. too capable of wide and ...

varied application. ' I ,
. .

. . Other errors have arisen from the desire of 'action leaders
to, clothe themselves in the moral mantle of nonviolence, thus '
gatnipg respectability through the 'superficial public acceptanee 0

of Gandhi and King. This is not to.say that activists have been "
driven \by- sheer opportunism. It has not been easy for many to.
see 'the ducial distinction betweerr lonviolenCe is an outlook
and strategy for Change ind the mere absence of violence. A
facile acceptance led to quick rejection when this 'nonviolence'
failed, as it so often did.

But thevhase of discrediting nonviolence may be tapering
aff, The advancing technologies of bureaUcracy and dronfrofhave
made pooryplanned or spontaneous revOlt unrewarding except
as gestures of defiance. And those in power often Welcome walk
funded and widespread violent*Opposition the bc.pasion to ----',..
increase their output of the expensive hardware repression.. Or

, they use these plots and revolts as reaeone for ightening the
existing apparatus of control even further. Such cy es.of violent
resistance justifying violent repression have caused activists to
take a second look at milifant, nonviolent adion ai a means of .
social change; ' .

In such a setting, neinviolence needs no excuse or apology .
as an alternative mode of social action With at leastsome demon:fr
strated , capacity to' ,avoid these. problems.; The. ,following .

definition, while not inclusive, perhaps drama attention to what
nonviolent direct action.can do: neavielent direct action Ira
ands eCaation that refloat to NOR a vlolonsa-backed. .
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opponent en his emit terms. It Maki Mobil solution's that
include, in these sehniens, the original easements. es
enemies. Pure defeat is net the geal..Intelprel te this is .

the willimpsess -to" suffer rather than inflict violence,
.mointaining the atm.& -unremittingly and I holm the
opponent en ene's ,evon tOrms. N. must be 'softened

policies' and actions until he ne leaser stand In the way
imeginstivly am, fermfuily with the ef hip

of their rectification.

. Training for Nonviolent Action ° 4 .

The successes of nonviolent actionsuch a the indepen7.
dence of India, ending legal segregation in the Arnerivn South,.

, and achieving many local alms-have not taught; ité advocates
so much. as its failures. Followers of -Gandhi, staunch in their
nonviulenge ageiest the British, cracked when /confronted by
communal, conflicts between .Hindi and Moslem, or by the

'.' Chinese incursion of 1962. Means well adapted to forcing
desegregation -in U.S. failed. when applied to !more compleit
problems of informal but widespread discrimination in Ousing. '

...
- . ''. Many local aolions have foundered, with conse9uent long-term

disiflusiohment,,when they found themselves unprepared to cope'
/ yvith sustained public apathy or hestility,, internal suspicions and

disagreements, and making complex 'judgments and-meeting,

, logistic problems unvIer presiure. o.

- Systeniatic training can work toWard the solution of many .

, of these problem$ ,In a long-term raruggle, moral fill/our and ... .

sound politiCal analySis are not enough to sustath a movement.
.. Nor is authoritarianisni possible in a movement thet relies on

.. personal worth, mCitual confidence, and individual contributions.
. . Ifigroups of people are serious about ending some social
, ''' ; 'evil-, they should be willing to 'undergo training, often during as

. well as befote their action programme. It is at least Irresponsible
:',. to plan a- demonstration and make no prpvisien., for Marshals.

8, (stewards) . INftcwi I I explain 'genera l'pl ans or dea I with.sudden L.. e. i

. s developments? Who decides how to handle hecklers,'Ittackers,
.... agents provocateurs, or, nervous police cirMations? The same

P7---"4")Nroblems arise in small scale actions, like a' moaest vigil line in-

front of a housing authority, an arms' manufacturer,'or, the seat. . -
A-

, 4
id' of an inflexible university administration. And in large scale .,

piotracted struggles, the need Jor training is abgmented.
\"' For many, the word training brings t mind the parade.

.

i ground rituals of the army,, or tedious calisth tic exercises. Fot
others, it conjuree up the picture of the 'huma relations expert'

` whose craft it is to manipulate traineee' mInt s until they are .

'adjusted' to the needs 'of those who employ ese experts.
, In this. paper, training means prepaspt by partici-

pants fer their own enders, aldid if neap by people
whe share their commitments and percept . Trsining-
is meat successful mita it is used-1W fer a reel
situstien. The value ef training further if4par-

t
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ticipants thintsolvss suggest changes, Attya nuking
training nuns. relevant. Training enlarges and liberates
people ler _action that is creativ by their own standards.
Withodt training, a group or movement is left 46.trust to.lück,
and such a group needs more than luck in the Seventies.. .

. ,.
Development of Trainipg . ,

Apart f rom -that asso te With , te Indian independence . ..

movement and witt, the pos -Gandhian service groups, little
-"systematic training 'for nonviolent direct action has taken place.
When training- has existed, it has'. often 'beers hurried, night-
before-the-day, sessions as with enti-war projects. The Americari
movement for bledk 'dbfiality,- becausb it dealt with pkoti'acted
struggles and with a large body of people new to ' he movemetit',
did sometimes take pains to help people get a ' eling' 'for the
anticitiated ,situation. Anti-far brduris, because ey were so
small and so often composed of veteran attivists without an
untrained, following usually felt that training Was redundant.

Only in 'the mass paradbs'of. the anti-bomb. period end
through the later influx of people in the Vietnam-period did .the
need for training become apparent. And even here, the more
experienced activists were sometimes .sufficient to provid3 for _

crowd, control .and .other needi. Additionat'people were often'
'trained' informally by the passing on df folk !pre, reinforced In
the' new person's observationts of the rhortox0erienced, people in
.actiori situations, .

,

War Resisters' International called together a. conference
on nonviolent training in 19654 This 'Pesugia (Italy) conferen4
underlined the need for serious, structilred trainirtg. and provided
initial mechanisms for continuing contact among trainers. The
programmes Of training that appeared -in the ensuing five 'tears
ate described in the Frameworks section and in Appendix B. ,

, ,
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Kind§ of Trainin
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Training for Spetific Action Situations' .

What situations call. for specific sorts of training? Even
the traditional mass demonstration, whether rally or procession,
is a logistical probler, no different in principle than that faced

4. in the assembly of a militaryformation.Tor these problems there
'need to be skills7training related to food, water, first aid, toilet

d facilities, basic organization, the ability to locate, buyw and
transport needed supplies, and the ,technical expertise involved
in setting up the necessary comniunications system. Rightness
of their cause does not excuse activists from attending to these
basic needs.

If we add to this the salient fact that ,ictivists must expect.
to meet with opposition, the need for a broader range of training
presents itself. Parade marshals not only assist demonstrators
to fellow the designated route, but also to cope with opposition,

, whether from authorities, counter-demonstrators, hooligan
elements, orindivklual spur-of-the-moment oppositionists.

Moyl beyond these traditional forms of public action to the
- vigil or Fcket line, the sit-in and ifs variations, the nonviolent
invasion of nations, areas, or enclosed premises, and to civil
disobedience..Here the problems multiply; and the repertoire of
nonviolent action grOws yearly, as the imagination of octivists.

'keeps pace with their determinations. And sinod these actiops
are not isoAated but are coupled w'th constructive programmes
of reform and the development of!an 'alternatilie tociety' within

. or alongside .-the ,,existing one, the problems grow comfllex
I indeed. And the necessity of 'rigorous and creative training

grows,
This training, because of the demanding character of the

action, cannot be restricted to leadership elements or s.;;lect
corps. Wherever, possible, it should be extended to all partici-

- -pants. The chapters on 'Frameworks for Organizing Training'
and 'Training Methods' provide guidelines for appropriate means
of intensive short-term training of large numbers of people.

Kinds ,7f Training - ,

- By marshal or steward training We Mean ncet only for people .
who help demonstrators by providing infdrmation and services,

3
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but also those who form the nerve structure arid organs of the
action group. In addition to specific training in skills; marshals
need a grounding in the outlook and principles of nonviolence

.e itself &nd in .the immediate. issues surrounding the*action. (See
Appendii C for a review of training manuals.)

Skills trining,is no different from training needed to sup-
port activists of any other, organization or mqvement: how to run
a duplicating machine, -how to maintain a mailin'g list, how to
keep adequate financial records, tioW to' service press inquiries,
etc: But it is different from ordinary training in that those who
do these tasks need to gain poise in carrying them out in
situations of tension,. deadline pressure, and perhaps even
physical threat. A further coMplication iVthat sometimes highly
motivated people in these lobs cannot be'spered for undertaking
direct action itself, but Must stay at their posts while others
seeni to carry out the 'real' burden and privilege of,leontline
action.

Theoretical !raining is often rttgated-tirthe.status of 'all
right for those who like that sort of,Ihing.' At other times it is
used to reinforce the authority_Of-tfioie who are already leaders.
But It is properly the' ri_ght-Of all participants to underatand or
even contribute tothe theoretical understandings tit shape
end develop a_mvement. Surely a movement is *rigid or
when only-the 'leaders' are relied upon to analyze' strategy Or
develoOl tactics. And in nonviolent action, theorY cannot ba
dlcierced from.action so easily. Magic forces ,are not available
to provide solutions; problems have to be faded and creative
solutions found when leaders are unable to respond in difficult

, situations. Theoretical training need not be and ought- noi to be
dry lectures or.indOctrination: Nonviolent actien rectuires'a sense
for botirlhe concrete sititation .and the theory. They must both
be linked together in the activist; so training must link them as
well/. (See the chapter on Training Methods.) .

Competence and confidence trainifig are closely related. A
common fear of would:be recruits is not knowing what to do or -

. say. And more experienced activists have often askad 'thee
selves:, 'Why did I freeze tip? Why didn't I know what to do
or say?' There are seVeral training techniques 'now in use to
build competence and provide- solicf grounds for confidence as
one faces the prospect of action. Street-speaking is one such
teohnique; it and others are explair.d in the chapter on Training
Methods. /7

Crisis training is a barticular sort oil confidence training. it
invOlves reaming) how to identify the cnicial issue or priorities
in situations where unfor'eseim 'events require an immediate
response. A wide range 7of Methods can be used to increase
participants' flexibility and decisiveness. One such tool is 'quick
decision exercise', a:s6 explained In the chapter on Training

4
Methods.

. Training for organization is o t fi not included in short-term
training programmes. By its nature it requires to be taught-7--or

9
,
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caughtover a lcinger time. 'But it. Ps usually time that must be"-
taken in advance in ordet, to prevent even more time from being
-wasted later. Few nohiolent adtiontampaigns can be won by a
single burst of strength,. A-ctivists usually discover that the initial
thrust uncoveti a Complex of additional or auxiliary problems,

_ and occasioning a stiffening of resistance from the opponent..
For these reaions, long-term recruitment, group maintenance, Ond
the polit1cal task of locating neW allied become necediary. These;
coupled with the comtinuing task of adianaing thervii-rect action
'campaign, require organizational dkiils. Arid these who do not
possess them _when a direct actiori programme is in prospect
should:consider how theyyviil meet these difficulttproblems of '

-organization. .
. .

Wir4771--

411

-
A trainee 'foie up midi piikat lam Mins
J'provefateurs". lurk Iniiekgroved (Phottn 'Bill
Vetell).
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\
. .Trainingt.cfor nonVtolent action is only an idea until there \

arespecific toolserffrethods available, and until these tools have
been tested in actual.lsituationS. 'This section reviews various \
methods of training.,Some of them have been msedcand found \
valuable; some tools have been used, but their value is question-
able; other tools are inclqded which 'so far are only theoretically
valuable. However, the reader is cautioned that-training tools
cannot be separated or evaluated apart from the-design of the

Wtraining or from the purposes of the training; ewill' list all the
tools brie ly, then list them according to their purpose, then .
provide a descriptive paragraph about each tool, outlining its
Procedur s, characteristics, advantages, 'and limitations.

Trainingethods
1. Rol, playing is a type of simulation exercise'in which par-

ticipant& sill roles in a conflict situation, thus explorflig the
situition' for its emotional as well as intellectOal. content.
Sociodra a, sometimes called 'Marathon roleplayilg% lasts for
some hou ,s or dip. It focuses on group and intergroup process
rather tha on individual roles. Peace game is a sociodrama
with a slightly differeat structure. Psychodrama is a simulaVnn
exercise similar to rolepiaying, but which, explores conflicts
within each role rather than the social conflict itself.

2. Situation analysis is a refinement of the basic- 'chalk ta,lk'
(blackboard explanation with discussion) which enables people
to explore the range of possible tactics in a confliCt situation.
3. Quick decision exercise Prepares people to face crisis situa-

tions by training them to i.espond quickly to the key .situational
factor.

4. Strategy game IS a particular stylized exercise in which
participants take the parts' of opponents in a 'political-social
copflict, thus learning..theories and consequences of strategies. ,

5. Stieet-speaking, while done, publicly, is a training tool as
well, since it develops individual confidence and mutual trust.

6.. Guerrilla theatre, though also a type of public actior, can be
,used as a training tool,, helping to develop individual confidence
and group cohesion.
7. Shared experiences is a generic term for experienas, most

/

441
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of them essehtially nonverbal (Such as dancing,' Meditatibn,..
---,singing) which help build trust among members.

-S. Non-tactical training is also a general term to describe such
tools as group dynamics, sensitivity training, and other tools '
which seem to have no direct relationship to practical problems.
Although .sapparently unrelatect to direct action, non-tactiCal
training can help pertJcipants understand how a group functions,
and tends to increase mutual trust, all ndcessary. in a crisib
situation.,

, 9. Journal-keeping is 'a traditional tool which is helpful for f
defeloping individual reflection, and for ,providing material for
training evaluation. _ . .
1Q. Case study is a structured approach to historiCal campaigns -

through which participants learn theories, strategies, and actual
consequenco. . .

0

11. becturfl is a format for presenting theories and related'in-.
formation: , .. .

12. Discussion and analysis is a familiar means of presenting
theories,, with the additional value of involving all the partici- .
pants in the process. .

13. :Enabling toolsLare procedural' tools whioh help a group
achieve its goals, stlEh as dividing Into sub-grdups in Order to
think through a problem or develop a solution. .

Methods According to Purpose . .
Some of these methods are used for more than one pur-

,pose, and so aro listed more than onde. We- outline the methods -

inthis way as a quick reference section. For example, if a group
wants'to develop its understanding of tactics, training methods
which may be helpful are roleplaying, situation nalysis, and -.
quick decision exercise. -

0

To develop. sense of tactics: roleplaying, situation analysis,,

ouicic decision exerclee. .

Te develop a sense of .strategy: sociodrama, cap study,
lecture, discussion/analysio, strategy game.

To devlop individual. compstenco end confidence: role-
playing, quick decision exeràise, journalizaping, guerrilla

'theatre, street-speaking, non-tactical training. .
To develop' roup cohsion? roleplaying, gueryilla theatre.

street-speaking, non:tactical training, -shared experiences.'
To develop understaniling4 theory: strategy game, case

studY, lecluredisceission/ lysis.'

Training methods: Exttanation
,

4_
1 : noloplaying,is used to develop a dense of tactics,

individual competence, and group cOhesion. The main advan-
tag& of roleplaying over other tools is that by its nature if ..
involves people's emotions as Well as their intellects bin the-
experience. Becauie participants are more deeply engagett in
roleplaying than they are in lectures and discussions, they learn
more, and probably more quickly, from roleplaying,than from

A I
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6,,
most other training eiPeriences, 'It is"thies an importanf.tool to
Lege at the beginning of training, when participehts should pe
encOuraged to get as much from the. trainibgas they can..

yarticipants can be expected to raise the question of realism
and artificiality in roleplaying; and it should be answered .fairly.
Roleplaying isnot 'like' the real situ,Ition and must not pretend? *
to be. Roleplaying is a training tool, nothing- more. Roleplaying
simUlates rqcial aspects of reality dnd ignores others lc .that

J ttse'central issues can be explored in a way thpt people become
,a are of .the lintels and of how, to meet them en reel situations..
In fact, when people question the realism of ole-Piaying, they
often 'do so defensivelt; their -reaction can be n indication that
the experiseice came tem close to realism for e mfort,ParticularIY
the amoti6nal aspects of the situation.

There is also a tendency in rolip ying to vieW the
experience as a game, gence roleplavng enab es people to reduce
tension. While this tension-reduction is a valid reason for rola-

,' playing, participants dan.be helped tO make it more than that.
Avoid stereotypes such es the evil landlord /and the' faceless
'authority by defining the context and the plotVery carefully. For
example; directions should not call for 'a march', but 'a march
to educate the public about chemical and bacteriological
weapons.' The context of the action always provides more issues
and provocation for action than the strategy alone.

An examPle of roleplaying:
Plot: An 'anti-war rally 'is taking place. Three marshals are
standing in front of the speakeLs' platform-where Privapeaker is c,
talking. FoLir disrupters move:from the crowd, demandothe riiht
to speak, and finally charge in an. attempt to seiivi _the podium.
Cast Speaker, 3 marshale, 4 disrupters; crowd. , '
Discussion points:^What shoUld'be the role of. the speaker and4

marshals in keeping the Crowd cal? What about interposition
of marshals in front of the speaker's stand? Does anyohe attempt
to reason with disrUpters or engage them in cOnyersation? Can
people cool a situation by eiVing down, etc.?

/\ After giving just enough information to start, the -groierii are
given a few minutes to map.out tactics;.and the roleplay 1,3egics.
After the most important issuesare uncovenid; or When' the role-

.. play 'comes to'a natural conclusion, the director cuts the action.
After a brief pausr,,,, eValtiation begini. Thia should be brisk and
go on only as long as new issueshire raised and participants are
exploring problems and alternatives.' It',tis better)pto 'stop the
evaluation before all the issues are explored, than allow, it to

. . drag on. Usually twenty minutes is enqugh.'It is of/en helpful
.! to start sadother roleplay rather than cOntinue the discussiOn. .

One Way to do this is ta repeat the same 6asic plot with different,
people, in" the roles, or change the situation by bringing -in new
roles, sueh as police or crowd reactions in the example given.

Most limitations of roleplaying arise from poor direction,
slow pacb,"or irrelevant plots. When issues are clear, when the
plot is carefully defined, when the pace is brisk, and when par- .
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ticipants are involved, roleplaYing is the stronge;t training tool
available for its purpbses.

2. Situation zinalyile is a tool used to dev elop an under-
standing of tactics, to explore alternative tactics in a given L
situation, to examine the consequences of given tactics, and ,to
examine the roles of Yarious groups in a direct action situation.
Its advantage over r,oleplaying is that a larger vsituatiOn is
examined. For this- reason it is Jaluab!e in some situations t
begin with situation analysis to define the larger picture, then
move into roleplaying using the same situation and foaming ori
a smaller conflict area.

An- example of situation analysis will clarify its usez;
Ilituatips analysis: Teat Gas add Marsh.
Situatielft: A large marph-of 1,000 veople is moving down the

*street. The demonstration has been previously warned that it
will not be allowad to reach its goal, the draft board. Suddenly 7

tear gas is released at the front of the march; the gas drifts
through 'the march line, frightening people more than debilitating'
them, and panic begins to grip some people.
Task: Analyze what action marshals can take. Evaluate responses .
after the incident has rum its course.

.

M=mars6ls; X.--,demonstratorsi' P=police

building;

line of march

P P Ivixxx Mxxx..1Axx.x MPtear+xxxxxxxix.xxxxxxxxxx:4,xxx
.12 xxxxxxxx -x x x x x x x x.x
P P x x x Mic x Mxxx Mxx

' wind direction .4
buildings.

6

After -drawing the situation on a blackboard or lafge sheet of .

paps!, the leader asks participants to study the diagram. Dis-
cussion follows; questions beyond the imps of strategies are
often raised . .

The major limitation of situation analysis is that the
exercise*Can too easily remain' 'on a theoretical level and can
become far removed from real problems. An antidote is .to move
quickly into roleplaying.

3. Quick emeiskin eseraise is used to prepare people to faCe
crisis situations and to get them into the frame of mind in which.
they will 'think quickly under istr6.18, focus,on key issues, learn
to ignore minor onbs and tqsreach actiGn-decisions. An exaniple:

woman faints inside thW line of march. You are a marsh0.

4
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What do you do?' Allow 'fifteen seconds for discusilon among
. the three or four people taking part. AftOverds, discubsion with
all participants. 1, -

The major limitation: &ling too luny quick decision .

exercises,' especially...eight before an acbon takes pl e, can
eitablish a mind-set of emergency, thus raising tenslor so that
people panic. Quick decision exercises.should be tem ith

. other training experiences to prevent this perspective of immi-
. nent danger. ..

4. Strategy genie i a particularly stylized exercise in avhich
participants take the parts , of opponents in a oolitical-sociel
conflict, thus learning, theories and, consequences of strateg4z.
lt. may Jest from four to eight heurs, including evaluation. Pat*,
ticipante do nat act out the action, as in rOleplOing; they think
throughlthe replies they will make in order to gain poWer or for
sortie other strategY, and communicate these moves to the oppo-
nents in another room by means of a third party. , -:

. For example, a strategy game might have as its.scenario;,
The ,Unifed States invades Canada in the sumMer of 1980 for
the following. reasons: 'the. United States needs hunkite for its
atomic power reactors, now the major source of energy for
peaceful and defence purposes. Relations between the two
countries have deteriorated with the continuation of the Vietnam'

-War; Canada has developed nonviolent civilian' defense to the :

.extent that action cells of citizens haVe been. formed and ara in
'the process of training the -Populace for unarmed protracted .
resistance against an invader.

. .

One group of partiCipants takes the role of the Canadian
government; another group takes the role of the Anier4can .

government; and a third group takes the role of umpires, who
interpret each Move..Time limits are given for each move, and
Oa game continues until it comes to a natural cOnclusion or until
a good many issues are uncovered. Discussion and evaluation
follow as integral parts of the process. .

- There are ( significant limitations to strategy games. One
, gaMe takes a lohg time to develop and finish. Another limitation

is that participants are often not familiar enough with factual
conditions or-with strategies to take advantage of the game; btit
on the other hand, thirgarne is designed* to develop a sense
of strategy. Despite' its limitationi in 'short-term i 'lining pro-

.- :grammes, it is 'probably a tool worth exploring andexpbrimenting
with.
5. -Street-speaking, originally a type of public action, has

beeh used more recently as . a training tool. Street-speaking
develops individual confidence and competence; it can` foster
group.cohesion, provides manageable but very very real conflict

.situations; and educates participantt about the nature of groups.
. Perhaps the most valuable pect of street-speaking is that it

forces the trainee to mself in a new light, no longer thel
victiM of forces, but a ast capable of influencing .others and

IV
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. initiating action. This new information often has long-ladting
effects.

In addition to the subjedtive value ti-developing partici-
.

pants' skills, itthet-speaking has the objective value. of spreading'
- the word and engaging, strangdlla on the streeteln discussing

crucial issues of our times% Street-speaking is inexpensive,
requires few items other thaws portable spealfers' box; such as a
milk crate or a 'chair, and can 'usually be arranged without
preparation or notice to aUthorities; though this varies from
country "to country. Number of participants can vary from. a .

handful to ihhew.dozen. People who donot speak can learn much
froth obseigng: Street-speaking is a flexible tool which can stand
alone or be part of a larger demonstration or campaign.

People need not ram themselves with massive facts, and
figures about :Se topic they speak on, though it is helpful to
speak with more .than raw anger. Often the most effective
speaker is 'concerned about a topic, knows something about it,
but one who Also uses his own approach and ideas and .even

filf expbjences to communicate to people on the street. Successful
streef-speaking frequently ends' with the listeners staying!ifier
the speakers leave, discussing and arguing among themselves.'

The site of the speaking can vary front a park area to the.
downtown banking district at lunCh tirne, or near' a subway °
entrance in later afternoon. An identification sign shoiving the
sponsoring agency is helpfur in arousing curiosity, and leaflets
provide more details. In some places in the United States, a flag
.may be required. Topics should be chosen with the potential'

.41 audiencain niind; often speakers can help out an on-going cath-
'paign by'speaking,on the relevant issues. Street-speaking gathers
largecrowds during a national election time, but need not be
campaigning in the strict sense. .

The limitations of street-speaking,, even though slight in
relation to its advantages, are worth noting. It-can become an

. ,Initiation rite into th6-moyement..Perhaps the. greatest limitation.
flobat street4peaking can become useles3 and turn.into cliche-
ridden rhetoric which pollutes the air and encourages. more
,apathy than support. fn spite of these limitations and cautions,
street-speaking is a most valuable training tool, on the ,level óf
roteplaying for develoPing flexibility and usefulness.
6. Guerrilla theatre, whilst mostly used as a public action,

can also be used in training by developing individual self-.
confidence and group' cohesion. It is used for-public edu'catfon;
its production is cheap. In addition, it is fun, and can be Com-
bined with street-spieaking and leafleting or %in) part of a larger

- .campaign. The number of participants can range from a few to a 4.
few dozen. Skits can range from the moat simple te'elaborate,
with Varying complexities of make-up, costumes, and props.

. An example of guerrilla theatre'is a skit that might be given
by a Women's Liberation group, designed to show the folly of
categorizing men ana women in narrow stereotyped ways. The
plot, might go this way: a man wearing an abron it stirring a stew
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on the stove; two children are playing* nearby. The wife comes in

,

,

wearing a man's hat and suit and carrying a briefCase. Dialogue
.followd; using such cliches as: 'How did it go today, dear? 'Alf
right, but I spent hours on. that Smith account; Children act up
and 'wife' scolds them, starting an argument with 'husband'; a
fayce deVelops with.such lines as 'Men don't understand things;
and 'Women are too emotional.' Pitched battle ensues; humor
comes in as cliches are used .ine situation ofeversed roles.

As training, guerrilla theatre is limited by taking so much
time to prepare and perform, with marginal returns in terms of
training. Small guerrilla theatre Production may be valgable **,

when people are not yet ready to face street-speaking in training;
but trainers 'should be wary-of groOpi doing guerrilla theatre at
the expense Of other types of training. .

.

7. Showed saporleftes is a general term for. experiences,
most of them essentially nonverbal, whiCh help develop group
cohesion. Dancing, *singing, meditation, playing and working
together; eating together and sports, are all possible_shared 0

-, experiences through which : participants Collie to-know one *..
. mother in ways which tend to -develop. the trust which it .

essential in critical-action situations. Happily, shared experiences .

also have the advantageof reducing tension,buift up as the result
t- of :external forces. Manual work, such- ai chopping woodror

taking part in weekend work camps in ghetto areas or on 4 farm,
links shared experiences to the idea of constructive progracrime
and mitigates any existing fixation on protest alone. - -,.

The major limitation of shared experiences is that partici-
pants may become so enamoured of these activities, or so
willingly, deflectedgkom the more demanding aspects of training,
thetithey never get on to the real work of social change. Shared
experiences ere Meant, in thecontext of training, to be a means

t
and not an end. - ,

8. Neri-tactical training is also a generic terrn for such tools
-1

.
.,es grasp dynamics'and sensitivity training. The main purpose of
group dynamics is to explore the forces acting within groups.
Since activists spend much of their time in group meetings, they
should not ignore fundamental reasons of why groups function

, the way they do: .

I . .. 9

Group dyn, amici .. # t .
, A specific description of a group dynamics ekercise may

. 1

- help to clarify: participants are dMded into small groups of about
six members .each. They are given a situation which they tfy to

t

solve, not byecting in 'roles- as in roleplaying, but bi* being them-
selves. The situation might be one which ekamines resistance to

s 1
ohange.-The scenpfio might be a dommittee meeting liv-hen a per7

. son has just proplbsed a specific action campaigns For purposes --
of exploring resistance to change, din writer 'of the scenario

. wduld build into it examples of resistance, such:as the necessity :
I okimmediate agreement, threat if agreement is not made, lack .

1 1 of any decision-making structure,end so on. When the exercise
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Comes to a natural comcNiiion, or when morn, types of resistance
have been uncovered, the director stops the amtrcise ahd evalua-
tion begins. Through dircussion, participants relate 4what they
experienced to similsr situations they hive been in.*.

. Group dynamics exercises tan be designed to explore Many
different issues: how a group uses its resources; its different
kinds of leadership, how clear a goal is, and whavroleg members
are filling,. We do not suggest here that, once a person is familiar
with group dynamics, all conflicts will cease, in group situations.
We Are suggesting, however, that a study of group dynamics
'rum help groups function more effectively than when people
are unfamiliar. with it.

. Group. dynamics is .rife with limitations, hence the.
occasional suspicion of organizers *and activists tciward its 'use
in training. There is always a tendency to become .enamoured
with tha technique,' thus losing sight of larger goals. Since 1-

= conflictr to some. extent' will always exiat in an active group,
people May be Impted tm stay in the framework of group
dynamics in an eff6rt to 'solve' these' conflicts. People may think
that what happens in one. exercise is universally true, when it
May not be. But it is probably as unwise to ignore the field of
group d9rfamics and undervalue what it pan offer.to social change
groups as it is to'heighten its importance at ill expense of other

. issues.

Sensitivity fraining
Sensitivitytraining is a type- of exercise or experience

designed to help a person explore conflicts within.himself. If an
activiSt feels that personal conflicts sometimes come betvimen
himself and his work; then he might consider how, to deal with
thoOe tonflicts. Of course, sensitivity training is not the only
means of dealing with inner conflicts, but it is one way.

Although sensitivity training can dissolve into middle class
parlour games, it recognizes a few primary insights: one is that.
the physical?, acting out of conflicts is one step toward resolving

. them. Insights from close friends, given voluntarily,. can provide
an atmosphere of trust and support, leplacing fear and rigidity.
For example, a Person. may be aware that he' does not take part
in discussion groups (though lie does riot know 'why) ; and he
wants to change this. The group May ask him to act out how he
feeli when he comes to a discussion meeting. Often, but not
always, the acting outas in rpleplaying.---clevelops iniights
which can in time lead to taking' a more active role. (This

A

"t

example should not be read as placing any value judgment oil,
group participation.)

Limitations of sensitivity training are so many that it seems
foolish to attempt a complete list. Some people reject it because
they feel a. hierarchical set of values 0. imposed on participants.

. This need not be so; ono ought not be forced to accept anything
one Aoes not want to. However; such eicercises can load to a
preoccupation with self as thrionly concern worth pursuing; such

.
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devices may fee.d the fallailous notisn that 'I must take care ofpersonal problems before.) go on'to social issues.' People arejostifiably sceptical of uncritical.praise of sensitivity training; butas in the case ot group dynamics, activists should not shpn atype of experienCetiimply

because it is over-praisecl. Perhaps thestrongest caution `about -sensitivity training .is that sessionsshould be led by peoplel.who have had, experience and cangive direction arid balahce.. .

There iti.no clear relationship between well-airectad sensi-tivity training sessions and an increased effectiveness innonviolent action campaigns. However, it is an area which someploplehaVe found lo be useful and valuable over some perioa of-time;'others.feel that sensitivity training is irretevent.9.:. 4elddel-keepileg helps an individual develop reffectiopabotit actions and campaigns arid rhay develop an otierall view ,.and tort-term perspective oi nonviolent action cimpaigns andmovements. Journal-keeping may also provide r tool for evalue-tibn, especially if, a group of people-all keeOjournals. Joidnalsare excellent materials from . which tO write a history,of . cam-paigni and case studies.
.One limitation of journal-keeping is that keeping one maybecome routine, thus lessening the desire of the poison to reflecton his experiences; or the journal may become irrelevant.10. Case study, an actual example of a type of event, is a.structured approach' to historical nonviolent action carnpaigncli .through which participants learn about theOries, strategies; and0conselluences of both. Throughjtudying actual Campaigns,trainees develop a sense of historyAnd learn of real and practical'problems of nonviolent campajgns. In addition, research whichgoes into. developing case %studies helps build a broadertheoretical base for the future.

_ .An example of a case-study Would be the present civil .rights struggle in Greece. A mode of analysis would be used topresent the material, such as the one Bondurant uses in Conquest .of Violence. After presentation of. .a case study, the trainee .. would emphasin the most important ideas or. aspects of . thecampaign, and discussion would go on frpm there. .One clear limitation of the case study' .approach is thatpeople may .tend to weight the. importance of each study morethan it is meant to be. Thus people mew not cievilop a wideenough base,,of knowledge or a feeling for theory which oughtto flow from suat knowledge. But the advantages in the case,study approach of linking theory with real historica,l campaignsseern'to Werride the limitations.
11. Lecture is the trusted and welt-worn, tool of trainingo topresent. ,theories and information. It id aquiak way apresenting --,. -information end theories, and to some extent it cannot be entiielyreplaced by more partidipant-invo ng,fools. Howekr, its limi- .tations-are considerable, panic iv idth 'activists who are ..lookirig for new forms of eduCat n..Lectures.should be usedsparingly or.iivbalance with other approathes.

.
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12.',Disestailion and analysis is another format for preseriting
theories and Information. Its advantage over the lecture format
is Obvious: participants are more involved in the learning proceee.
For example, instead of lecturing .about the women's suffra e
movement in England, one could ptesent some of the facts in-
a lebture or case Study format, then have a frea-ranging discuk.
&choir tha'campaign. . .

The basic limitation of the discussion/analysis format
'that possibly. less information may be coverad than through the
lecture style. Howeyer, its advantages probably outweigh its
limitations when the discussion is well planned.. '

.13. ltrablkee MA' are procedural tools which help `a group--
achieve iti goals. The most common ones restructure me group
for a certain period of time in order to gather more information
or share ideas. For example, when a new idea IS.to be-discussed,

, 'and it is imminent to involve all the,participants, one can divide
the group into Smaller groups of four or five members each. At
Me end of the time each group may report td theplenary session,
or not, depending, on the purpose. Anothei tool to- . develop
imaginative thinking is 'brainstorming.' In this format, the Mow
stays together, :but members ere encouraged to contribute any
ideas they may have, no matter how improbable, since their con-

, tribution may spark other ideas. It is important that durincv the
brainstorming session, there is agreement that there will be no
discussion or criticisms of each suggestion, since this 'will
hamper new contributibns. After the brainstorming evaluation
of the Ideas folloits. .

. A major limitation of 'enabling tools' is that they may. be
used inappropriately, thus beaming gimmicky. Used with

Irestraint, they are valuable.
NOTE: A final word of explanation about these training

methods is in order:Organizers and trainers should not feel that
thase are the. Only tools available, nor necesearily the most valu-
ableones. What may beapProPriate and natural for one group
and Situation may be useless in another. If .e'certain tool seems
relevant, then explore its application; if it seems to be irrelevant,
then ,ianore it..Howevdr, these tools dein be coolhbined for greater
effectiveness, for example: during 'a strategy game, a situation .

"may arise which is so interesting that the grbup may want to
ro(eplay it. When thd roleplay is over, people can return to
the strategy 9aMe. No doubt these tools vgill change and develop

'as organizers find a nee41 for them:
r** . -
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Guideline's ifOr Traipitig
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It should be cleft 'to the reader .by now that training for
nonviolent action is in a state of flux, both in theory and practise:
Some organizers quesfion the Value of training itself. Others
dispi.de the value of certain training tools'. Training is a new,
field; experimentation is still going on:

The guidelines set`out below are a reflection of training as
it now exists.. They do, however, also reflect a bias against some
tendencies or prqblems that trainers and organisers have had
to face: ,

a. the esuape to the theoretical as a refuge against the prac-
tical;' OS

.1b. the building of esoteriô knowledge or -elite formations:.
- and .

c. training as a diversion from tither critical problems.
The guidelines below arjse from the Preston Petrick discus-

sioni and?. while they are not official policy, they do represent a
broad cqnsensus on the important issues.

Guidelines for Training
1. Training for nonviolent direct action ought to prepare.

people for real situations.
7. Training is best done in sitdalions of stress.
3. Training 'should be so structured as to provide practical

skills quickly,.
4. Training must kovide for participants'. response's 'and

evaluations. :1/4
5. Training is subordinate to organizing. .
6. One goal of training shbuld be to increase the daPacity of

pirticipahts.to train Others.
. - .

1:. Trilling fer nonvilent direct action ought teen
people for real situations. ..

There is no one right way to train people for direct action.
The tools usedshould lie determined by die Social 'co text and
by tllq specific hymns of she action that will follow. thods..

A
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described in the previous chapter have no mystique about then:
nor can or," gi'yen method.be guaranteed to produce specific
results olfclemand.

Cultural differences; partibularly need to Ue taken into .
account. In the Fifties,/ Indian methods, bringing with them-
Indian cultural assumptions, warn often tried in the NOrth
American contextthtis fostering a "sect' mentalip that impedpd
development of a mmiement Americans could see as their own. -
S;milarly. now, the new North American type of toining
dominates current discussion, internationally. But it cannot be
simply exported to Europe or Africa. For Americans to attempt
it would be one more form of cultural ImperialiST, however
'irfadvertent. And for others to accept it Would be to neglect the
sourties of strength in their own cultdres and to contribute to ttle
atrophy of those sources. ,

This recommendation abOut training arising from an imme-
diate context, means that the most effe dye training should be.-
fer some impending action. There is one important qualification:
non-situation-specific-training can be done as a tool of organiz-
ing. Training prepares people. for future actions by having them
consicier problems of strategy, tactics, theories, and the like.
Many people will lose interest during such training; others will
find'it too demanding; some will honestly come to the conclusion
that nonviolent activists are mistaken or that its methods are
not apprOpriate to their situation. But some will likely remain,
either to form a reservoir' of availab'e people for future orgapized
action, or else, once armed with traininrtechniques, they Will see
uses for ,these tools. But training in the abstract, apart from this
special situation, seldom- provides useful carryover into- attion
situations. Further, it is likely-to emphasize tfleories about which
there is' in fact no unity among activists, thus furthering ideo-

logical disputes. We state again that theoretical training
programmes are unlikely to be fruitful in the long run.

2. Training is best done in situation et *Omni.
The need to know and the need to do are the greatest allies

of the trainer in any field. This is a corollary of the.first guideline.
Nonviolent direct action runs against many deep:seated assump-
tiOns about individual and social behavior; especially in Western
society. To undertake nomiiolent action is to become acutely. ,
conscious of this fact. These discrepancies often generate self-
consciousness and anxiety, which,..if ignored in the trainee, can
sabotage or ImOede a training prpgramme. These fears can be
dealt with or overborne if training is done fqr specificaction
campaign; trainees will see the immediate value of the training
and profit from it. Such immediacy is usually absent in theoreti-
cal training.

3. Training should be so structured as ie provide
practical skills quickly.' .

The sooner the trainee.acquires practical skills, the sooner
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his anxieties become less threatening and ihe more he is
encouraged to press on. This means that the programme mthst

' have identified needed skills well before the progranime begins
and have broken them down into manageable sections that can
be mastered quickly. Specific training methods described' in the
previous chapter are suited tdaccomplish this end.,

1-

,

4. Training must provide for partiolpents' responses
and. valuetkons. .

Action aimed at Producing. a more open sOciety iitist itself
be open to different insights provided by trainees. This is more
than an ideological pointp.atso'a prudential one: 'methods can and
should be modified bY responses from participante. Acceptance,
of participants responses' should not wait until the end of train-
ing:. by then, many of the most useful insights may be lost.
Further, when trainees see the programme being modified while
it is in progress, as a result of their contributions, this change
can be seen as a -demonstration of the more 'human' values
activists profess.

Finally, having participants' reeponses in, mind and being
open to them can tell us something about the projects activists
are planning. It might become apparent in training that .the
trainees as a grouP Are 'unrealy' for action. This judgment can
mean that recruitment methous are at fault. It can mean that

. an unsuitable action hat beeil designed.. If" nonviolent activists
are engaged in developing 'people power,' their' perceptions
should be supported by the people-14o will undertake the action:
Resistance to a proposed action maY be displaced resistance to
something else, or it mo be caused ,by Attraction to e more

- satisfying project. It may. also be a firm Indication that the action
itself -ihould .be changed to deal with different issues than those
that the organizers see as crucial. Dissension should not be seen .
as a defeat or" -Setback. "Rather, it is the positive connection 'of
action to the real" concerns of people:, it is the victory of their
perceptions over precondeptiehs and ideology.

.

5.- Training is stabordinate to orimmishsg.
The concreteness of the training task and the _Proven

efficacy of ite methods can provide trainers who are only trainers
1. with the illusion that.they are the real leaders of the movement:-

They have answers, -while organizers of action have only prob-
lems; and the intimacy between trainer and trainee created by
many of the best techniques can lead to personality cults rightly.

. feared by organizere.
The most Obvious and, likely sOlcition to these potential -

problems lies ;n organizers doing the training. In most situations,
this eolution will be adopted perforce. But iri many other situa-
tions this will be impossible, at least in the Ann run. And in the
largest actions or those spread over many centers, leaders with
the talent for itile politics and organizing will be so eccupied that
they cannot give,central attention to training.
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Specialists may have to be brought in: In these instances,
trainers must 'understand that they fill a central but auxiliary
fUnction. Trainers and organizers 'should work closely together
so that the training will be practical and the action bs planned
well.

6. 'Ono goal of .training should be to inCrase th
capacity of participants to train others.
' The best rationale for training is to strengthen .the move-

. ment itself, whether it be for civil rights, economic justice, peace,
women's liberation, or whatever. Knowledge of how to train
people for nonviolent action should not be exclusiVe with
trainers; creation of an elite of trainers goes counter to principles
of nenviolence and preverits the spreading of .training tools.

Therefore, people should train with the idea that the trainees
Will share their skills andinsights. A trainer should aim to make
himielf redundant as soon as posiibli3-7----

I.

.
, .Creted central techniques practiced et a training' cowri

c In Now Yeek (Photo: Bill Vetelt)
.,
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Rambmiorks for Organizing .

Training
o

4.-

Once the 'need for ;train ing has been established and:
trainers ,are available, how can the whole training programme/
be organized? Various ffameworks or models now exittt, and it
is. useful to examine them. It is clear from the outset that the

--. _framework is based on needs in a particular situation; i.f an
organization does not . exist, it is necessary to develop one of
some soit, however informal, if training is to continue and make .

---.714wirnpact-.-A-singla_trainer, WOrkint by himself and without any ,
backing or funding prOlialTy-wht-not-befor very

Fivo types of training frame;vorks are described below.
These organizatioaal frameworks of training programmes ha*
developed to- meet particular needs. Undoubtedly different
frameworks will develop a's training attempts to-meet new and
different situations.

Wock shop
The framework bf a workshop has proven to be useful in

the programmes of the Friendi Peaw Cofhmittee, Grindstone
Island, Canada, and the Fellowship of. Reconciliation,England.

,. (For detailed information about these :Ind other organizations
mentioned in this chapter; seeAippendix B.) A workshop might
last from One'day tn r Week orirnore, with its purpose to bring
together People for tra,ning for a short length of time and for
a specific purpose. The Fellowship of Reconciliation in England/organized frequent worAshops __in the __spring of 1970 which
attraeted-many-TifsaiticAhnts. Three-hour workshops were the
framework for training marshals in preparation for the Mobiliza-
tion demonstration's in Washington, in November, 1969. Often
a church basement can be used, targe enough lo hold a hundred
people or more, with smaller rooms so that the group can be
divided for roleplaying and other training exercises. It Is helpful
for a .kitchen to be available. A largerphysical space is necessary'
if theiworkshop lasts longer th,sn a few, hours. However, a work-
shop could go on for a month. The Congress of' Racial Equality
Ian month-long workshops in Washington, D.C., for ten years,
beginning in 1941. Participants .learned theories and skills and
attempled,to.break segregation in the Washington area.
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:4- 1 Jhe trainers and trainee; together decide the agenda 'of -a
workshop. A workshop .is clearly distinguished from a confar-.
ence, . however, in that participants actually become skilled in
marshalling, or training others, or learning to run office machines
andalcr other practical skills. Workshops have' the added advan-
tagiof flexibilitythey 'can be organized in any sort of location., -

Training Programme as Part of a Canter ,

A training programme as part of a center affords a wider
base than can a workshop; usually has 'financial backitg and
provides at set location at which to.do training. Examples of a
training p4gramme wart of a larger center or, orijanization are
Pendle Hill, t.11S.A., which offers many other courses in additiort
to 'Creative Approaches. in SoCial Change'; Friends Peace Com-
mittee, which also concerns itself with more than the Nonviolent
Action Training Programme; and the HaverfordCenter for the
Study of Nonviolent Conflict Resolution, which uses the physical
base of Haverford College. , .

Advantages of having a training programme as part of a
-center are-obvious...buildings .and facilities can' be used rather
tharibe bought specifically for the programme; _ the center helps
to develop the programme through its reputation and staff; and

. a certain continuity and stability are given'to the training effort.
Disadvantages should also be obvious: it is- possible that

the other. activities . of the center/organization might distract
partkipants !n-the training programnie; funds may be channelled
into other activities; and the reputation of the parent center may
not always be .h. lpful. Organizers shOuld take these factors
in count w ;establishipg a training programme.

. Indepancant Ttaining Cerite."-------.L.
A separate and distinct training center is abreto con

trate all its energies into one programme. ExaMples of this
fraMework are the institute -for the Study of NOnviolence, both at
Palo' Alto arid at-Boulder; the Chicago Nonviolent Training and
Actien Center in the States; and the Shanti Sena in indik
Advantages of this framework are too obVtous to numerate, but
dispdvantages might also be cgsfderable. For training to be
relevant to nonviolent action projects, it must not become
divorced from action. A separate kaihing center tends to divorce
itielf 'from action unless its personnel are involved in action
projects, or unless 'con6entrated effoct is .made to relate it to
ongoing projeEts. In .tiddition, funding may be difr-ult for a
separate agency concerniod itself 661,Ilii with training.

l pits of the drawbacks, an tildependent training center/
organ zation has much to recommend it: personnel can concen-
trate heir energies in ereparing tnaining materials, are free to
train for specific-groups or projeete,. and they have a chance to
evaluate-and plan as part, of their work -rather than in free time.
Groups ?night went to experiment in developing an independent
,training center which is, also an intentional community/action
center. . I

V. V
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.Action Agettcy .

There is a fine distinction between an Independent training .,.

centerand an action agency as we are using the .terms; perhaps
'.. the difference is only swatter of degrpe or cenfral focus. between'

'training,' and 'action'. It is difficult-10 imagine .that the *same
people could run a training programme and at the me time
organize full-scale action projeots. But when training d action
are combined in the same organization, training ,I hould be

4 subordinate to the'action projecis and campaigns. This is true for
the Committee for Noriviolent Action and the Chicago Center for
Training and Action. . . .

, AnOther way of co-ordinating training and action is to keep
training and action organizations-separate and relate theisopro-
grammes as the need brises. Examples are clear: many of the

- same people in London 'are associated with the War Resisters'
-=-Internatiorial, Friends Peke and International Relations Com- ,

, mittakinternationil Confnderation for DisarmaMent and 'Peace,- ..'
and the Peace Pledge Union.. In Philadelphia, many °title same
people are involved in A Quaker Action ,arriuTTFiliknds-Peace
Committee, and the Pendle Hilttraining programme._
'- Advantages 'of. this sort of fraiiiiiwork.are-the following:
communication between .trainers and organizers is open:lathing--
is forCed to be relevant to real peoblems in -campaigns; and the
success oe failure of one programme does not necessarily mean.
the success or failure of the other programmes. The Main dis-
advantages, however, are the enormous overlap of energies df .

,,people involved, and the tendency uf the programmes to become
inbred because the sante people work 'with different hats on'.. '

,-'

-Inter-Qrganizational Framework .

. OccaSionally a need for training will develop which is tod
large for one agency to handle by itself. In this type cf situation
it ma* be necessary, for various agencies to worietogether; each
contributing the resOurcea it can. One clear example of this type
of framework developed from the need. to train a large number
of marshals for the Washington Mobilization rally in November,
1909. In`the Philadelphia area, Pendle Hill and the Friends Peace
Committee co-operated in developing a corps of. trainees and in
Writing the marshal training -manual.: A Quaker Action Group and
the NeW Mobilization Cohmittee recruited potential marshals

4 : end handled other logistiodetaiiS. Thls Matshie effort was pos-
&ibis only through a co-operative effort. (Its success was also
possible through the sizable overlip. of 'personnel.) . 'Another

'. axaMple Of inter-agency framework for training was the develop-
ment of training workshops, in England In 1969L.70; War
Resisters' International,- .Chriiiian Action, Friends Peace and
International Relations Committee, and Fellowship ef Reconcilia-
Von all co-operated to support, develop, and publicize .these
workshops. Co-operative efforts strengthen independent agencies
in the long, run, and counter the subsurface bickering which
preocctipies peace geoups around the world: 'But co-operative

al' "
. : 27
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efforts as described above 'will likely last only for the duration
of a specific training project; groups will want to return to their
own programmes after.the 'push' is Oyer.

Teom Training
One aspect of training which is applicabls to all the frame-

works described above is team training. This is simplr the idea
that trainers do not work alone but in teamp, or at least in pairs.
This arrangement has many advantages over a trainer working
alone, even for.one session: the training is strengthened by having
the wisdom and energy of more than one personr; when one trainer_
is not familiar With an issue, probably the other trainer ta; while. /
one trainer is conductinj a roleplay, the otht can be observing
for nonverbal clues of dissatisfaction or exhaustion; trainers can
work simultaneously or alternately, 'depending on the training ,
they ate doing and the skills of each.

A teaniof.. Many trainers may be necessary /or extenskle
train;ng programme's. One example is the Kent State University
training invitation in May, 1970 (after the students' deaths),
which listed ten.days and required four trainers. Their schedule '
demanded as Many as three training sessions a day, all with ,

different participants antl for different purposes. Marshal trairiing
for a mass rally might need as many as thirty trainers or so, as
the Washington Mobilization rally demanded. a

. . Team training le advantageous not Only for the quality, of
the training itself, but also for the morale -of the trainors. If a
-trainer is faced with difficultproblems (as most trainers are. if
the training is relevant and the issues large);he needs the advice
of-other trainers. This 'soul maintenance must not be n lected
if trainers are to be effective agents for social change. Fu er-
more, trainers working is a team soon become sensitivii to the
strengths and we*esses_of other .trainers and can assist when
needed.% Finally; a training team, after Working together on
difficult problems, begins tb respect and care .for one another.
They.. spark Sne anothert imaginations in thinking through solu-
tiont -to meet training problems. In summer*, team training has
so much to recommend that we. suggest that the only time to,
train alnne is when a triliner-partner cannot be fond.

28
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Evaluation of Training

..

^

The capacity of-human organizations or ibovements for
wth depends on their capacity for learning frOm experite.

This means that4roups Which .do not build evaluation' irito t ir --
structure grow'more slowly ,. if at all,tran those which d&. Grou s
which ignore their experience or fin it distasteful to reflect upo
it are likely to tread the path of futility or wither away.

The vision and moral fervour of nonviolent activists can be
an iMpediment to learning from experience when actiVists view
each situation as unique. In spite of Uniqueness, each situation
bequeaths to the' future .its own lessons. A close studs .of non-
violent campaigns will reveal coipnion elements as well as unique
ones.

Learning, from exPerience, including one's own and others',
is part of the training process'..lf the training is to' be effective
and be linked to concretegoals and rnoyements, then feedback
from training will be Of directbenefit to the movement as well as
to future training. And the frame of.mind it enganders,evaluation
and reflection=will prorbOte*.continuing reflection .in the move-

, ment whether or not further training goes on.

Unobtrusiife Style .

.We have already touched on the lationale for evaluation
during training. But the means are eq4ally important:EvaluatiOn.
that counter's th.f3 tone and style of nonviolent action decreases:-
the value of, What tan be learned. Artificial forms of mialtiatIon ;-
make participants irelf-conscioua and 'convince -theM that evalua-:
tion is extraneous -tci trainingand perhaps to nonviolent action
as well. The results of sUch -in evaluatidh. are likely: to be.
correspondingly artificial. At the iaina :time thft. is 'a Our and N

preasing need toknow as precisely as possible what is happening
to people in the training process. It isorUcial that evaluation grow
out of the life and reality of the training, and that:it be natural
and unobtrusive.

What are needed reevaluation tO 'OIPthatare.both discilmi-
nating and .unObtrusive) tools ',that grow .naturally out: of the
training process 'and out of tImrprinciples of' nonviolent action..
Also needed are people skilled in wpm:standing Mfhat participants

29
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are saying and doing, since% not all evaluation by any: 'means is
written . Much of it. is an estimation of the Meaning of what
people do. '" -

Evaluation for What? , .

The major reason for eraluating training for honviolent
actiOn.ip to learn whether trsining helped in the action. This is
difficult to-judge after the fact; a disaster averted is to be ascribed
to what cause? The goal of training should-be set.before training --

begins. Goals more vague than thisto increase the '!success'
of the actionwill not provide any criteria for what this training
should include or how to evaluate*,:Deeper Understanding'. is
no sUbititute for a demonstrated ability to help petrple prepare .
for an action with humor, dispatch, arid tact, .

I- i. . .

.1QuestiOns to Which Trainers Need Ans. wers I

These questions need to be asked by trainers and trainees,.
. of themselves. Both need the answershence an emphasis on

- evaluation as a group process,- But here welocus on the trainers'
need to knovi, keeping in at as far as possible trainers and
organizers will be.the seine pea .

1. Have' the needed skills been .d onstrated, Under pressure
.------wheneverpossible? ,

2. Has the training led to action? i
3. To what extent have info atiori and principles been -. a,

internalized?. 1
.

.4. Have the stated goals of the process been achieved?
5. To whet extent have implicit goals been achieved?
6. Have other individuals or groups 'seeh the value of s

kind& of training?
7. Tg what .extelit have participants 'achieved insight about

group relationships? 1
1 -

8. .Has a sense of community and solidarity been founcror.
increased? :. _ . . .
'9. -Have participants sought further training?

'10. Have participants seen the importance of evaluation and
been, active in firlding further. ways of increasing its effectiveness?
11: Have' we recorded evaluation of the training in such a way
that it cantenetit others? . ,

Some of these questions. should be posed during trainiria;
others make son*, only after training or in long retrospect. But ,

a thorough evaluation asks them. Further specifications.will occur
to those asking, both after training and the occOpn of its use .

have passed.
. i---. ,

The Means of Evaluation .'
How/we evaluate is crucial. The specific means. used will

dePend ono at resources are:available, on time pressufk and;
on informer wanted. We mention here a few of the best means
of evaluation.\. . . . 1 .

A. TIND observerThis is a person or team given. this respon-.
. .

I



bibility, either a participant in the training or not. He May be
appointed bythe whole group, by, the trainers or organizers, or

'Perhaps by a sponeoring agOncy. But he shourd be competent,
know what and hcivi to evaluate, have an ye for significant
detail and know what he can safely ignore.
B. The while 'limn can evaluate the training process as it
develops; so long as, evaluation aoes not interrupt the training
itself. Training is incomplete when it does not provide for evabla-
tion by participants. The people are the greatest authoritiecon
what has happened to thern; in addition, evaluation develops a
frame of mind which encourages people to learn from their
experiences.

". C. Journals, loss, and other mesunts can be kept by indi-
viduals. Journals sometimes cad be an integral part of evaluation
if people agree to this function of their journals. Much depends
here on establishing an atmosphere of trust: otherwise journals
will be kept perfunctorily and will reveal little. It may be useful
to draW a distinction between journals and logs: journals are
daily retrnspectii: logs are written more immediately, right after, ,
the noteworthy has occurred:

.-13. Agenda' meeting!, minutes, and imup jeursesleOne
scheme that is sometimes useful is to replace the formal closed
steering' corratti etriiiv&" an open agenda .meeting. At such
meetings, the work ahead is laid out in light of what has occurred.
The agenda which is developed is an evaluation in itself. A journal
written by and checked with the whole group functions in the
same way. ,

E. Tapes and vidoeinpsiUse of these 'should be` approved
by the group since they may cause.uneasfitess and seem to be
en 'intrusion. One.caution: tapes can be tedious and expensive to
use if they are the primary means of evaluation. They are usefilA

. corroborative devices, but .nothing.can take the place of a fe*
people.reviewing events as they take.place,during and imrredi-
ately following training: This kind of alertness' and attention is
by far the best means of collecting materials to evaluate. .

F. Content .anahnds* oi documents used 'and 'produced in
training 'is another form of evaluation, .since these papers .will
indicate relative values placed on some training methods over
others. This is alaik for a person trained in this skill.
G. Interviews with participants, if they can be informal, are-s
also. valuable- Interviews are especially lueble after action.

-

H. Cedin systems require an expe , but are oftsewh-
while where complex Information or e ents are to be reco ed

g

for Jater detailed inalysis. . -

I. Teets and qmostionneirse shoul be'analyzed beforehand
to 'see if thsy will berelevant irt tps g ven context. Before-and-
after versions of tests will often provid very usefultinformation
for evaluition.. .

J. Theeriat and meals help 'evaluators. evaluate, all the
. materiald at their disposal. A given theory may be wrong, of
. course, but theories are subject to correction, atjeast in told-



dole, Medals of what the group process can be are helpful in,
constructing an adequate account of, what happeneJt

IC Dilmeession as a tool of evaluation is placed last partly to
de-em0.411te its importance. For the middle classes who still'
predominatein direct action, discussion tends to be the usual
method of evaluation, crowding out other 'means. It should be
used 'where it can supp)ement, or where other means Will not
provide what is needed.

I fb
Significant Signs

. -.People 'often. madam unconsciously, and this fact itself
needs ,to be understood. Do people turn up promptly for meet-
ings, or do-they straggle in? Has this pattern changed in the
course Of training? When the sleadership position rotates, wha
gets chosen when? Are people comfortable with silence, or must. ,

it be filled? Is there informal caucussing or formation of sub-
groups outside the structure of the training? To whatpUrposes?..i.
Why is the training programme Meeting where it is? Who picked
it and why? What effect is it having on the group? These aye
representative signs that an evaleat6r might look for , . '

Whir Evaluates?,
.T.htiorevious point makes it clear that everyone evaluates,

and can't help doing so. And it is well to make.this 'plain to par-
ticipants, There are at leak twO reason-a: their help will. .

peedectto Make evaluation as useful as it shOuld be; and placing,
their role before them _frankly, as 'co-evaluators, allays most of
the resentment participants tometimes feel at 'beine evaluated.'
in the final sense, theY are not being 'valuated, of course; it is the.
training which is. And 'eaCh role within the programme' has or
can have its own plate in the kocess. -The chart:on page 34
illustrates the manner in which each participant or member can
take his place in Oat evaluation process.

Limitations of Eigaluation .

Evaluation is not an erxt in itself but a means through WhichI 'training can prePare participants better to develop more effective
action campaigns. And despite the trappings of behaviours1
social science that, occasionally cling to evaluation, the procels

. is essentially not liscience but ancrtr-lust as nonviolent actiOn
is itself a social ind _political art. And we must stress here the
problem of the'Helsenberg Effebt% observation changes what is
being observed. This has its, helpful side, but obtrusive evalua-
tion is unlikely to be helpful. In times of crisis, useful.though it'

.'' may be, evaluation inevitably and per'haps rightly falls 19w oh-the
agenda. Indeed, if a group seems in the face of urgent needs to
be taking too readily to 'evaluation, this can be taken as a sign
that the grdup is unwilling to face larger tasks: Finally, models

. of evaluation that are currently' in ,use are probably based on
(I older theories of society; and societies are being reformed on

new bases all aroUnd us.,Indeed, direct activists aim to be pert of
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this change, andso they should allo be involved in developing
new tools and new tliodels for evaluation.

Limitations of Training,

In the interests of consistency and nonvia uth, we
must include some evaluation of the idea of training'iTh. This
pamphlet should make it quite .clear, that training is ot the
means by which nonviolent action will suddenly save th world.
The crudeness .of the present training tools, the relative y small
number of organizations 'doing training, and the even smeller
number of people who can train are all indications that training .
is in its infancy. Activists may find that training is a 'notion'
rather than a sound prin pie; and if this is so, then it rightly
shodld be disOontinued, 4 1 ' .

Training is not r ly new; there are examples of some
kinds of training in the ree India movement and elsewhere. But
becayse it 'is new in present-day context,. training has been
credited with° attributes' and successes thatit may.not deserve.\ Nevertheless, we should be clear that training can never make
an action fur of the usual problem of achieving consistency .

.with principles of nonviolence, humane-organization, clarity,and
all the other qualities that we look for in a sound campaign.
furthermore, we may come to depend on training as a prepara-
tive tool, expecting it to do mire than it practically can. Although
training is or can be a form of organizing, jt may not be the most
useful sort of organizing in some.situations.

Organizers and advocates of nonviolent action must accept
the unpleasant fact that they will never be able to foresee events
exactly as they will happen; thus, training will nevdr be able to
insure the success of a campaign. But in whatever training -is
done such means must belound to increase participants' flexi-
bility. Yet,the most important issue regarding training is that, in
some cases, spontaneity .rather than trainyig 'plays the most
creative rola. How many limbs, in an actioll campaign or even
in an isolated demonstration, has the Spontaneous act of a singl
individual been' the,Most important incident? In addition, ther
are always some people.whO are intellectually and emotionally
prepared for acpon situations who never heard of training:How-
'ever, there ig no rean why trainind should smother spontaneity. --

-'----iihVISs we weight thsoe idea of training with qualities it does noL
redly have. In summary, then, traioing will play an important

,aneir valuable part in planning nonviolent campaigns so long as
we, view training as only one borniment of the preparation
'rather thgn a value in itself./

° -; '.' Nonviolent training mat be much more developed in oRler
%to contribUte anything yyorth noting toward the issues of igternal

revOlutions, national and international nonviolent peacekeeping,
d Other enOrmous arose. However, training has developed

slowlVand naturally, in answer -to real and practical problems.
We need not regret how little ground has been travelled; but we
must realize tiow far there is yet to go.in order to Make trsinirvg
relevant to the needs of our changing society'.

''1- . 33
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APPENDIX A: PRESTOI PATRICK SEMINAR

This pamphlet is'not a thing entire of itse lf :. It is inatesd sh
illustration orthe short histdry of international communication
about nonviolent training. The first international conference
on nonviolent training was sponsored by the War Resioers' Inter,-
national and held at Perugia, Italy, 13 - 20 August, 1965; A
report of filet conference was printed in a pamphlet,. Trait:Tr:On
Nonviolence. (Copies available from War Resisters' Inter-

. national, 'London.) , . \
At the - War.. Resisters' International . 13th Triennial

Conference held at Haverford, Pennsylvania, in, August, 1969, ,
a recommendation was made tiat the WRI should take more

..' initiative in the field of training imd co-ordinating training work
t going on in different darts of the world. The result was'the

Preston Patrick Seminar held in England, 27 June 2Naiy,
1970, and 'attended, by twenty organizers and trainers..While
-this pamphlet, Training for Nonviolent Action; is by no means' *. ..

.a- raj:4)n of the Preston Patrick Seminar, much of the initial work
ries done there, and many ideas and conclusions of that seminar

.

4. ai-e included here: . , 5
.,

Some details of the Preston Patrick Seminar: .
,

Participant's ..
, .

. Barney. Barrett a aorgo Lakey Lynne Shivers
. Lia Hetes ,. Berit Lakey Rose Simpson

Barry Brown Kenneth Lee Charles .Walker
Manthohan Choudhury S iill O'Hara Paul Wlsley' David Harding Theodore Olson
Colin Hodgetts * Bob Overy ....

Ruth Howey. . , D.evi Prasad,
-..

12 Participants 'were from* Great Britaih, Utiited States, Canada,
. India and Holland. Groups represented included the Frieh s

Peace and international* Relations Committee, War Resist rs'
International, Friends- Peace Committee (6f the. Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting Society of .FrIends), Haverford Center fqt the
Study of Nonviolent Conflict Resolution, Christian Acti n, A
Quaker--Action Group, Pence News, . London Sthool of 'Non-
violence, and Shanti Sen'a.

.

Aims of the Seminar . .

1. *To bring. together persons from Britain, the continent, and
the United Stites who have engaged in training for nonviolent

: actioh
2. To stimulate interohange of training' ideas and methods
3. To evaluate models of training from an international iPerspec-
tive - -,
4. To prbpose practical methods df evaluation tobe used by
trainers 'b

5. To issue rcpublication giving practical guidame on training., . .
. *:
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The seminar was jointly sPonsored by the War. Resisters' Inter-
national and the- Friends Peace and International Relations'
Committee of Great Britain. i
Topics covered at the Seminar . .

1. Traii.Ing methods and techniques: roleplaying, strategy .

game, quick decision exercise, situation analysis, case study
approach, jdurnil-keeping ahd other 'shared. eXperiences,' Cons
structive'programine, etc. ,

2. Group dynamics and sensitivity training'. . ,
.

3. Training frameworks %and models: a, reViei'm of training pro-
grammes and organizations currently in existence "
4. Public actions used ItVz.in,g: street-speaking, guerrilla .
theatre, leafletting,,surveYin
5. Special types oi training: marshalling; peacekeeping
6. Evaluation of training:. purposes, tools and limitations 0: .

-evaluation.. . . . ,

APPENDIX B: ORGANIZATIONS ENGAGED IN
NONVIOLENT TRAINING 0.

, .

Below -a list of the organizapons or centers presently
engaged in some kind of nonviolent ction training. Each entry
includes name of the organization, address, name of a person in
charge of tha programme, and a short profile of the training. The

, Hit is undoubtedly incomplete; we Ope thatother orbanization's
will send details 91 their progrbmmes to the War Resisters' Inter-
national. We also hope that these.organizationswill cominunicate
with one another, thus strengthening all;the programnies.

\

CANADA .

. Training Institute on Nanviolence., Grindstone Island .. Run
by the Canadian Friends Service Committee, 60-Lowther Ave.,

I Toronto 5, Ontario. SuMmer institutes, one programme of whiCh
was the ba'sis for Thiity-One Hours.'
GREAT BRITAIN , ir °A

1,

2. Fellowship bf . Reconciliation, 9- Coombe Road, Malden,
' Surrey. David Harding. Sponsors, training workshops and .

. Anfotmal study groups. . .
. A :

3. Friends 'Peace and International Relations COmmittee,
Pyiends House,. Euston ROad, Lbndon NW1. Kenneth Lee. Von-
sors training workshops.

4. London School of Nonviole cis, St-114artin-in.:the-Fields,
London. WC2. Colin Hodgetts. T school intentionally has no
formal structure; study groups Illeet informally. It attempts to
be 'relevarit to. social needs alo' less structured lines. -

5. War Resisters' - Internatio I, 3 Caledonian Road, London ,

N1. Devi Prasad. Sponsors trai mg workshops and' international
seminars and action projects: tIssues Training in Nonviolence

.

6. Youth Association of Peace Pledge Union, 6 ,Endsleigh St,

*c
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London WC1. John Hya a. Sponsors training cour.les and study
seminars.
HOLLAND .

7. Centrurh voor Geweldloze Weerbaarheid (Center for Study
and Training in Nonviolent Action), Postbus 36, Hei loo. Lia
Bemates.'Fprmal weekend studies; team approach in organizing;
action projects. Urban Training Centre in Amsterdam is slated
to begin in 1971.
INDIA'

8: Shanti Sena Mandel, Rajghat, Varanasi, UP, 4iirayan Desat.
.

Training programme for Shanti Sena and youth Shantr 'Sena.
Training emphasizes thebry, social issues, how to Jead groups.
UNITED STATES . . .

. 9. -American Friends Service Committee, Pasadena office,
Box 991, Pasadena, California. Bob Vogel: Occasional work-
shops, seminars, adult study groups.
10.. Chicago Nonviolent Training and Action Center,,.5615 So
Woodlawn, Chicago; Illinois 60637-.. Carl Zietlow. Conferences,
training,workshops, short term tra)ning for marshals, action pro-
jects. .

r

11-. Cagnmatee for Nonviolent-Action,. 80x 197B, Voluntown,
Cohneeticlit.- Marjorie Swann. Occasional rkshops and con- ,

ferences on training and related subjects. arshal training for
specific projects; action projects. . .

12. Friends Peace Committee, 1520 .Race St, Philadelphia,
Penns 19102: George Hardin. She'd-term training, especially
for action projects; marshal training. .

13. Haverford Center tor the Study of Nonviolent Conflict
Resolution, Haverford Collige, Haverford, Penne 19041. Paul -
Wehr. Reseal-0 programmes into nonviolent training projects; (5

marshal training for specific projects. A fourse in the'theory of
.nonviolence is given at the college. ' ...

14. Institute for the Study of Nonvielence, PO Box 1001, Palo
Alto, California 94302. Ira Sandperl. Weekend sand week-long
conferences on nonviolence and relbted stibjects; action pro-
jects. . .

15 Institute for the Study of 'Nonviolence, Boulder, Colorado.
Burt Wallrich. Essentially. the .same -type of programme as at
the Palo Alto institute.
16. Pencils) Hill, Wa II higford; Penna 19086. George Willoughby.
One of,the courses given at Peridle Hill is 'Creative Approaches
in Social Change' a nine-month course in the theory and practise
of nonviolent social change; course is-divided into three terms.
Includes theory, skills training, in opportunity to work in a .

social change agency in Philadelphia; field projects and action .

p cts. .
7. Quaker Project on Community Conflict, 217 Second Ave, .

New York, New York 10003. Leb Stern. Sh6rt-term training, .
especially for marshals and for specific action projects.: -- '
18. War.. lesist ' 83 Haight St, San Francisco,
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California 94117. Action projects mostly, but beginning- to
include some educational and training prOgramrnes.

. 0 "'''''""/Note: Two training institutions which have recently cloded are
, the Institute-for Training- in Nonviolence in London (1967. 70) ,

and the Martin Luther King, Jr., School for Sdcial Change in
Chester, enhsylvania (1965 70) (formerly Upland Institute) .

'APPENDIX C: TRAINiNG MANUALS

The'idea behind a training mantial is to put on paper in -a
systematic way a particular kind of training programme, such as
marshal trainiing. The .use of manuals thus helps to present a
fairly uniform training programme: By theii-very nature, manuals
tend to become outdated as situations change and differenf
needs develop. Nevertheless, manuals are a valuable way of
transmitting specific ideas of a training programme.

Listed below are the training manuals available to_date:
1. A most importint manuql developed for nonviolelaraction

training is A Manual for Trainers: Trainlog fer Nonviolent
Responses to Social Conflict. The revised .and extended new
edition is based on the original manual published two yearsago.
This 31-page manual outlines the-five-part training course given
widely in Philadelphia and around the United States. This
manual discusses planning and conducting a training course,
diiecting and evaluiting roleplays, understanding land teaching
roles for group members, understanding and teaching concepts
of strategy ahd tactics, .and leading and participating in direct
action. Trainers are encouraged to develop particular roleplay
scenarios to meet particular needs. Bibliography7Available from
the Friends Pebce Committee, 1520 Race St., Philadelphia,
Penna. USA 19102 Mimeograph 25c.
2. A Manual for Trainers: 'Training faii- Nonvilent

Responses to Social Conflict. Based on the manual described
abovC but revised and edited for use in Great Britain and
Europe. Available from the:Friends Peace and International Rela-

. ' tions Commitlee, Friends House, Euston fload, London NW1. 2s.
3. Training marshals for the November 1969 New Mobilization

March Againat 'Death and nilly in Washingtbn required the
creation of a training manual for marshals: Marshals: bilhat

2Do They Do? Now De You Train Them? (A Handbook for
Training Marshals for Marches, Rallies, and Other
Demonstrations). This 15-page manual covers roles of mar-
shals and trainers, how to organize a marshal training session,
explanation of training tools such as roleplaylng, situation.
analysis; and quick decision exercise; and suggestiqns for mar-

#r"- shals on the job. This manual was written from the original six-
page manual used in Washington when 4,000 marshals were
trained. Available from the Friends Peace Cdmrnittee, 1520 Race
.St., Philadelphia, Peima. 19102 USA Mimeograph 25c.

,-
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4. Stewards: What They De, Hew They A. Trained.
Based pp the Friends Peace Committee 1,Manual for marshal
training, This 7-page manual was revised ahd edited for-use
in Great Britain and Europe. Available ftom Christian Action,
2 Amen Court, London EC4. Mimeograph'l /6.
5. Mow T. Conant A Strimit Meeting is 'a manual which

outlines details nebded to know ih order to set up street speak4
ing, an inexpensive form of public education which a)so prepares
people for more intensive forms of _direct action. Available from
the Friends Peace Committee, 1520 Race St., Philadelphia,
Ponna . 191 02 USA.Miitilograph 6 pages.
6. Organising ter Civil Dissinallenes, written bY Charles

Walker. This manual includes sections on planning, training,
discussions of the problems of secrecy and nolifying the police,
questions about bail, what to expect in gaol situations, provoca-
tions, the action, after arrest; in Court, di-briefing, and notes.
Includes bibliography. Available)frorii ,Charles Walker, Haver-
ford College, Haverford, Penna. U9A 19041. 15 pages. Mimeo-,
graph. .

nizing alies to gaW olkrer.
7. Con ngducti A Vigil, written by Char This is

not so much a manual but a short leaflet gu d
vigil, and discusses many issues which should considered.
Available from Chitties Walker, Haverford Colleg , Haverford,
Penna 19041 USA.I4 pages.

.4

APPENDIX D; 'BIBLIDGRAPHY

This bibliography is 'short arid select. -The first section °gives
general references about nonviolent action; the second section
gives references on training. Most materials on training are not
widely available other than ones listed here. Mcst references are

. available in the United Stites, and in Europe and Great Britain:
General .

Bondurant, :Joan V. Conquest of Violence (Berkeley: U. of
California Press, 19,65, and' London: Oxford U. Press
1958) . .

An analysis of satyagraha, including accounts of fiye cam-
paigns and chapters discussing satyagraha . in relation to
Hind tradition and Western political theory.

Carter, H gett, and Roberts. Nonviolent .Action: A Selected
Ofbrgraphy. (London: Housmaris, 1970)..
New and enlarged edition.- The must complete bibliography
of material's on nonviolent action widely available. Valuable

. and usable.
.Gandhl, M.. K. An Autobiography: or, The Story of My Experi-

ments with truth, trans. .Mahalley Desai.- (Ahmedabad:
Navajivan, 1959)
Gandhi's autobiograPhy makerfascinating and IlAuminating
reading.

4
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King, Jr., Martin Luther. Why We Cani 'Wait.. (New. York: New
- American Library, 1964).. . 4

AO account of the 1963 Birmincham desegregation
struggle; also available in paperback,

Roberts, Adam (ed.) Civilian Defense as A National Defense:
Non-violent Action AgainlAggression (Harmondsworth:
Penguin, 1969) .
An exploration of civilian defense,

Sibley Mulford Q. (ed.) The Quiet Battle (New York: Double-
day, 1963) .

Case studies of nonviolent resistance campaigns.

Training IJ

Corsini; R., J., N. Shiw, and R. Blake. RoMplaying in Business
and Industry (New York: Fref Press of Glentoe, 1961)
One of the few books available on roleplaying. Don't be
misled by the iitle; its 'recommendations are applicable to
nonviolent training.

Olson, Theodore, and Gordon Christiansen. Thirty-One Hours.
(New London, Conn.: The Grindstone Press, 1966) .
Detailed presentation and analysis of a;matathon roleplait-
ing session dealing With ci.vilian defense.

'Oppenheinier, Martin, and George Lakey. A Manual for Direct
Action. (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1965) .
Gives useful information for organizing action campaigns,
how to set up a training session, and tips on directing role-
plays.

'Schutz, William C. Joy. Expanding Human Awareness. (Grove
Press, 1964) .

This book gives detailed information about sensitivity train-
ing and includes sPecific exercises.

Sharp, Gene. Non-violent Action: An Introductoty Outline for
Study Groups (London: Friends Peace Committee, 1963) .
This pamphlet offers an outline for studying nonviolence
theory.

Thelen, Herbert A. Dynamics of Groups' at Work. (Chicago: U.
of Chicago, Phoenix Books, 1954) . ; '

.Chapter 6 has'good information about leading roleplaying.
This book also.explaios many aspects of group dynamics.

War Resisters' International. Training in Nonviolence. (Lendon:
War Resisters' intestlational, 1965) . -

) This pamphlet gives a detailed account of the Perugia,
Italy, conference in 1965. AVailable from War Resisters'
International in London.

Periodicals
'Training in Nonviolence Bulletin', Wer Resisiefs' International,

3 Caledonian Road, London N1. ulletin prepared
-quarterly.

9
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Friends Pomo mad Intimation& Ileistiems Committee ii a
standing committee of the Religious Society : of Friendi
(Quakers), and is a successorlo the original comMittee set up
in 1887. One of its purposes is to encourage members of the
Society of Friends to maintain the Peace Testimony:which has
been 'upheld for the 300 years of the SoCiety's life, in witness
and action. Another is to ..promote Peece aMong rations: It
studies current issues; publishes posters, pamphlets, and leaflets;
arranges meetings and conferences; make; representations wfiere,
appropriate; sends individuel members-to sittations of tension
to promote understanding and harmony; in particular. in New

. YOrk at the United Nations and in Gegava. In 'conjunction with
Friends Service Council it' sponsors a work camp .prograMme.

"It also explores new ways of prdventing war and solvingj con-
Oats, often co-operating with other religious and 'peace
i organizations.

1
,

Address: .friendi House, Euston Road, London, W.C.1. UK.
. .

War Moisten'. ietermetimei Works to iniplement the falloW-
ing Declaration: "Wer i a wise* sesimst Immunity.' there-
fore n detsmiesd net te supeort emy kind ef war and to
Strive for.the removal efellesmises if Ivor." .

Towards this, thi International organiies direct 'action- pro:
jects, cOnferences: seminars, work study camps, campaigns
conducted against conscription and all other military institutions,
vielenCeigitt-injusece, and publishes books, journali and pam-
phlets in . pursuit of these objectives. It works in- close co-
operation with radical pacifist movements and other peace
organizations to find nonviolent Solutions to conflicts and to bdild
a nonviolent social order. .

Amond its services is .the observance of Priioners for Peace
Day on December 1st which gives witness Of solidarity with war
resistOrs suffering imprilonment in loyalty to oar common ideals.
AII extensive compilation of military service regulationa froM all
over the world isconstantly being kept up-to-date and has bon
of special usein prosing Governmenti to grant legal rights of
conscientioueobjection to Militaiy service.. WRI' alseccts as an
inforMation centre tO make possible the exchange of neva,
opinions and concerns-and. the planning of joint actions.

Address: 3 Caledonian Road, London, N.1. U.K.
,

.
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